Look hard enough, and you will find a surprising number and variety of academic journals. As examples: Transactions of the Burgon Society ('Founded to promote the study of academical dress' by the Burgon Society of England and Wales); 1 Studies in the Fantastic (' A Journal of the Supernatural, Fantastic, and Weird in Literature and Other Arts' published by the University of Tampa Press); 2 International Journal of Tourism Sciences of the Tourism Sciences Society of Korea. 3 Some academic journals are already published by university presses, others by large international publishing companies, and still others by a single editor fortunate enough to have a few assistants. In the journals programme of the Catholic University of America (CUA) Press, we have acquired and presently distribute a number of journals that were previously managed by an individual editor with the help of one or two assistants. The kind of journal we have acquired, and the kind I will discuss here, focuses on a defined area within a larger academic field, rather than an entire discipline. For that reason, the journal's circulation numbers may not be high, but the academics and other readers who compose its audience tend to be faithful over the course of the journal's development. This kind of journal was previously either independent or attached to a society but was not owned by a major commercial or non-profit publisher. Common themes and similar questions from the editors demonstrate that the way an editor manages a journal can differ in a number of respects from the way a publisher handles a journal. Learning from these transitions, CUA Press has developed practices for integrating a journal into its operational structure.
My approach here will be to discuss the ways I have seen such journals operate and to suggest ways to transition one of its kind into a university press framework. Other articles published in the Journal of Scholarly Publishing have addressed related topics, including an editor's retrospective on launching a new academic journal 4 and a press director's take on starting, killing, or reviving a journal. 5 Not all journals run by the editors themselves will require the same amount or same kind of assistance, so the generalizations I offer here may need qualifying for individual cases. Once a university press has agreed to publish a journal, however, the press ought to consider at least four goals for the transition: to examine and perhaps revise the journal's budget, to build up the journal's scholarly credentials, to evaluate and perhaps redo its design to ensure that it demonstrates consistency and coherence, and to develop a wider-ranging marketing strategy.
Addressing the Journal's Financial Health Many of the editors that CUA Press has worked with think first and foremost of their journal as a purveyor of scholarship, and rightly so, since they are contributing to it and editing its contents. These editors often work on a journal out of love for the subject and therefore want it to be easily available for all to find and read. That said, this desire for wide access often results in low print subscription prices and sometimes free online access to both the present and previous volumes.
Editors have explained to us that they keep print subscription prices low to make the journal highly accessible. They also recognize that a journal can become well known sooner if it is affordable. While editors offered these reasons, in reality many were struggling under the weight of printing costs and inadequate revenues. They also understood that moving free content behind a paywall in Project MUSE, EBSCO, or JSTOR would be a wise trade-off in the long run because such platforms are well-known destinations for scholarly journals and pay royalties. Some editors felt torn between what they wanted and what they thought the journal needed.
In these situations, publishers can step in and remedy the situation. Taking into account the editor's desire for accessibility and the state of the journal's finances, we at CUA Press have been able to craft responses to both issues. We can often meet editors halfway by agreeing to keep prices for individuals near the editor's price. When it comes to institutional prices, we introduce editors to some of our own considerations about pricing. We explain that certain online platforms, such as Project MUSE, will not accept content that is freely available elsewhere. 6 Journals excluded from such platforms cannot avail themselves of the marketing those platforms provide, which is directed at target populations such as libraries and academic communities. We also reassure editors that we know how to increase prices at an appropriate, incremental rate such that they are on par with prices of similar scholarly journals and so will not discourage a large number of subscribers from renewing. Ultimately, we demonstrate that we do not want to make the journal less accessible but rather want to take it to the next level of availability, that is, from low-cost or free content to content priced at standard rates and hosted on platforms with other academic journals. The editors we have worked with appreciate this measured approach to price increases, are eager for the prospect of greater revenues, and are glad to see their journal become more like other academic journals.
On a related note, editors have shared with us that they regard the electronic subscription as a bonus to the print subscription rather than a form of the journal in its own right. This is the reason why we find free back issues online. There are several reasons for thinking in this way. Some journals began in print and only later added an electronic subscription, which made the latter seem like an extra feature of the former. In other cases, the editors knew their audience preferred the print to the electronic version. Some editors considered print to have a gravitas that the electronic version lacked. When discussing electronic subscriptions, we explain to editors that placing the journal on a platform provides value in a number of ways: MUSE, JSTOR, and their peers are known destinations for scholarship; libraries undoubtedly appreciate electronic subscriptions because they do not require shelf space; and publishers can gather data on readership from these platforms much more easily than they can from print subscriptions. Offering both forms by subscription allows editors to reap the benefits of both: subscribers who prefer print can still be satisfied, and the editors can also begin to see their journal read electronically in major libraries around the world and learn more about how it is read. Emphasizing these benefits can help an editor see the electronic subscription as a valid form of subscription in its own right.
While our editors want to keep subscription prices low, none of them have specifically requested that we make their journal available as open access (OA). Now is not the time to delve into all the topic's intricacies and debates, but as we all think about better ways to implement OA, it is worth considering how various journals, including the type I discuss here, can operate within its models.
At CUA Press we allow editors to place their journals in their own institutional repository, with the understanding that these repositories are accessible to the students, faculty, and staff of that university, but not to the general public. If the journal is in one of our primary subject areas such that we already market to a portion of its audience, we are especially confident that we can quickly build a subscriber list. Publishing a journal that is entirely OA could be a challenge, primarily for financial reasons. Project MUSE does not provide royalties to OA journals supported by its hosting services, and I have yet to see evidence that JSTOR, EBSCO, or other platforms do otherwise. 7 Before publishing an OA journal, we would need assurance that we could earn sufficient revenue. Additionally, we would need specific answers to several questions: Who would cover article processing charges if authors or their institutions are unable to do so? To whom could we apply for grants? How discoverable is the journal? If, for example, we decide to host an OA journal on Project MUSE, institutions could only access it through a single-title subscription because they cannot yet do so through one of the standard Journal Collections. 8 Developing journals like the ones we have acquired need more financial stability and more visibility. If we pursued an OA model, we would not want to put either of those goals out of reach.
Increasing the Journal's Academic Recognition Other dimensions of the journal besides the budget also need attention. Editors seeking a relationship with a university press in all likelihood want to strengthen the academic reputation of their journal and increase its circulation. These are among the principal benefits a university press can provide for a journal.
Presses can amplify the academic recognition of a journal in at least two ways. First, presses offer a history of publications, which can serve as a backdrop to an acquired journal and give it a place in a distinctive collection. When initially considering CUA Press, the editors we now work with were attracted both to the content of our publications, namely, philosophy, theology, and history, and to our scholarly approach to those subjects. Placing the journal in such a context can signal that it rises to scholarly standards and deserves a place among the other titles in its field. A single editor without a comparable history of publication cannot associate the journal with so extensive a list of works. Editors are also drawn to university presses because we as publishers make it clear that we can help their publication acquire more of the hallmarks of a scholarly journal. By hallmarks, I mean being available on an online platform for scholarly journals, appearing in indexes and at conferences, adhering to a style guide, and even possessing a scholarly design. Many newer journals we have encountered already had some scholarly practices in place, such as an editorial board and peer review, but there was still more to do. Once we acquire a journal for CUA Press, we first submit the journal to an online platform and send copies to the Arts and Humanities Citation Index, Scopus, ProQuest, and other indexes. These are especially important first steps for a journal that is relatively new to the academic world because these outlets reach the scholarly community widely and provide a mark of quality. Editors have also asked for the style guides to our journals to see how their own compares with others. In these ways, a publisher can begin to transition a peer-reviewed journal into the academic publishing sphere.
Assuming a Scholarly Look with Consistency and Coherence On a few occasions, we have organized a redesign of an existing journal to enhance its scholarly image and make it more attractive and readable. When embarking on a redesign, we consider a number of items: the order of the contents, the appearance of the contents, and the appearance of the cover. Additionally, the two design features we lead with are consistency and coherence.
Adhering to a standard order of contents is a common feature of academic journals because a consistent order draws no attention to itself and keeps the reader focused on the research and other content of interest. Surprising readers with a new arrangement of contents every time (e.g., article, article, article, book review in one issue versus article, book review, article, article in the next) is not a winning strategy when readers are primarily mining for content rather than seeking variety in the table of contents. Some journals are hybrids of scholarship and a newsletter, especially if they are attached to an association. In these cases we have recommended that editors rearrange the contents of their journal so that the news section and the section of academic content are distinct, instead of mixing the elements together. Keeping the news items about an association is important for existing members and gives people who are not members an inside look at the association, which they may decide to join. Still, giving prominence to the articles and book reviews by consistently placing them toward the front identifies the journal first and foremost as a vehicle of scholarship.
Apart from the order of items, the appearance and layout of the articles and the cover matter as well. We have seen editors display items such as author biographies and article section heads in different ways from issue to issue. Some editors of budding journals may experiment with different cover images and fonts to find a memorable and popular design. When editors have not found a comprehensive design they like by the time that they partner with a university press, the press should encourage them to choose one they will be satisfied with for at least several years. A certain amount of consistency in typography and layout-like consistency in the table of contents-is a feature of scholarly journals that creates a brand readers can recognize and remember.
When I suggest coherence, I am referring to a design that suits the subject matter of the journal itself. We have redesigned journals because we thought that the content of the journal merited a design more befitting of its scholarship. Just as readers expect more visually from a journal about art and beauty than 200 pages of black text on white sheets all stapled together (unless it is ironic), so also do they expect a journal about biology to feature a picture of a cell, tree, animal, or other organism. A journal that is treated solely as a purveyor of facts and information with little attention given to appearance misses an opportunity, because readers are attracted to a thoughtful design consistent with the content.
We redesigned our journal Antiphon: A Journal for Liturgical Renewal, which examines church art, music, and architecture as well as historical, canonical, and theological aspects of worship, with coherence in mind. To convey the journal's focus on beauty and history, we placed on the cover, which was previously blank, a close-up image of the detail work on a historical vestment. We preserved the elegant fonts already in use but spread the text out slightly so that the articles looked neater and more evenly spaced. After the redesign, the editors and readers alike shared with us how thrilled they were to see the journal's new look, especially because they recognized that it suited its subject matter. Changes like these, while they will not convince people to subscribe to an academic journal, nevertheless give editors a sense of pride in their journal and may encourage people unfamiliar with the journal to browse through it when they see it displayed at a conference. Moreover, these redesigns can be achieved without detracting from the scholarly focus.
Increasing a Journal's Reach in Concentric Circles As mentioned above, editors may be drawn to university presses because they recognize that presses can enlarge their audience. Solo editors often market their journal to their immediate circles but struggle to reach the wider concentric circles of their field where new readers may be found. The journals we have acquired that are attached to associations had advertised at the annual meeting of their association, but otherwise marketing was rare. Journals based at universities may have already attracted the core group of enthusiasts at that university but have yet to connect with scholars elsewhere. Thus, to increase their readership, these journals need help breaking into the concentric circles around their own.
Good marketing can make these journals better known throughout their parent fields in a number of ways. Publishers promote a journal by taking it to conferences outside its immediate circle, by marketing it to libraries, by advertising to societies that might take an interest in the journal, and even by making publicity exchanges with similar journals and advertising to their subscribers. Taking the US Catholic Historian, our journal about the history of Catholicism in the United States, to the annual meeting of the American Historical Association identifies the journal as a contributor to the literature on American history. Similarly, displaying our journal Antiphon, a journal devoted to the Catholic liturgy, at the meeting of the American Academy of Religion gives it broader recognition as a journal about rites and rituals, their histories, and religious art, architecture, and music. We must not forget that new journals should also be introduced into adjacent fields, even if those are not exactly parent fields. If, for example, CUA Press were to acquire the Journal of Bhutan Studies published by the Centre for Bhutan Studies, 10 I could imagine that scholars interested in Buddhism, Bhutan's official religion, or in the origins of Gross National Happiness may find something of interest in it. To give journals this broader identity, the publisher, with the assistance of the editor, should decide what concentric and adjacent circles suit the journal and then find ways to market the journal in those circles.
Conclusion
A journal needs great editors, but to flourish it also needs help from a publishing team who knows how to sell journals, design them, and market them far and wide. Thomas Aquinas, a prolific thirteenth-century theologian, Doctor of the Church, and later saint, wisely reflected that it is '[b]etter to illuminate than merely to shine, to deliver to others contemplated truths than merely to contemplate. ' 11 Ideally, this is what journals are for: they enable scholars to share their findings with others, and not simply to state facts but to go farther in their arguments and make an appeal to the reason and experience of their audience. But there will not be much contemplating when a journal sits in a dark closet and never once makes a conference debut, and no truths will be discovered if the journal's cover coaxes no one to lift it and look inside. cait duggan is pursuing graduate studies in theology at the University of Notre Dame. She was formerly the Journals Coordinator at the Catholic University of America Press, which publishes thirteen journals in the areas of philosophy, theology, ecclesiastical history, canonical law, and biblical studies. Cait graduated from the University of Chicago in 2016 with a BA in philosophy.
